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Dm 9I160 Jt , :LU 

Dr. HCO(uIoAh OuQtiZad the sope of the Otign *Ad Asked Dr.  

Seek to smmarfto hiw revised criteria for sits selectim (draft #4.  

415/0) LIPdue' am* sta~totn"t of the Wnd lying ph 061y 

in his early remaarks IW. Beck stressed that his draft criteria 

did not explicitly deal with the probabilities of accidents but it is 

UInped that these probsblities are very low. at thea defined the 

following terms which, for sonvenience, are set forth belowt 

teclusioi, Are• -- A ra t uwho radius is not less than the distance 

at vhich total radiatiaom doses received by an individual fully 

exposed for tWo hours to the radioactive coneequences of the 

maxinwm eredible accident would be above 25 1 (or equivalent).  

The area should be under the full control of the applicant.  

Residents subject to ready evacuation are allowed.  

fl.acuato Area - An area wuhose radius is not less than the 

distance at which total radiation doses received by an individual 

fully exposed for the estire mazxim= credible accident would 

be above 25 R (or equivalent). Total population not to exceed 

10,000 people and no more than 2,000 in any 450 sector.  

CMty Distance -- Distance from reactor to nearest fringe of hi b, 

density population of a substantial city (above 10,000) which 

mot not be less than distance at which total radiation doses 

received by a person exposed for the entire maxim=m credible



aclcdet would be above 10 1 or eiuivalent. The real bassi 

hovwsev, for this criterion is an uncontailnd "puff" relase" 

resulting in a W-50 dose at the city boundary.  

Dr. Beck observed that the mnteorological prsanters use in MSe 

tabulati•n of ewisting and proposed reactors were reviewed with MSM.  

Von Pack pointed out that this was so but there had been sou *Iippago 

in th. values Oven for U.S. Average conditions (.see Itm 6, Appendix A).  

The criteria presented wre intended to be apptled to pressurixed 

water and boiling water power reactors. M. Osborn thought that this 

might be unfair to the pressurized water reactors. Dr. Beck believes 
major 

that the probabilities of/accidents in either type is sufficiently low 

that one can neglect the differences in the numbers themselves.  

Dr. Conner asked if Dr. Beck's criteria considered genetic dmagme 

and the reply was that it was considered but at large distances (low 

doses) all reactors look the same. Also, the Sutton equation is not 

valid for these large distances. Dr. Conner exwressed the view that 

the life shortening phenomenm should also be considered.  

Dr. Gifford observed that there are two bad things the criteria 

might do: the first would be to allow a reactor to be sited too close 

to population,and the second would be to exclude reactors which should 

be allowed to locate at a lesser distance from population.



Dr )eCulloug refved the ectncept of OqUIViil4ut deO on the 

basis of r•dlation induced leukWemia.  

20 bmkomias due to Io+6 mm rem (mhole body) 
5 " " 1 1 (thyroid) 

10 II " " " " (bome dose) 

In executive session it vas Wad that the ACRS should take a 

strong position to the effect that quantitative criteria carmot be 

written at this time. There was seUtiamnt in favor of describing 

the philosophy which has been used by the Camittee in arriving at 

s.aety Judgments.


